The integrally charged three-quartet model of quarks which was suggested for the cancelhltion of the Adler anomalies in the framework of the Weinberg-Salam model is developed incorporating the charged and neutral weak currents with the model. We have constructed two models, one of which is the SU(4) generalization of the Cabibbo-Maiani-Preparata model proposed for SU{3) and the other ml).de w,ith certain assumptions on the weak currents. The predictions of these models for the deep ·inelastic form factors are calculated with . the use of light-cone algebra technique. The main results, including those of the c~loured version of the fractionally charged Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani model, are listed in Tables III and IV. It is noted that the predictions of all the models for Jb (F~·+F~") There has been much interest recently in the unification of the electromagnetic and weak interactions based on the notion of . spontaneously broken gauge symmetry subsequent to the model of Weinberg and Salam. 1 l . The attractive feature of such models is that they are renormalizable. As far as the purely leptonic interactions are concerned, the W einberg-Salam model, among the others, is the one predicting a minimum number· of new particles such as a heavy neutral vector boson coupled to the neutral weak current and a scalar boson. W einberg 2 l has extended the model to hadrons. He has shown that when a four-quark model of Glashow, Illiopoulos and Maiani 8 l (hereafter called the GIM model) is used, the strangeness-changing neutral current is eliminated. From the point of view of the strong interactions, the fourth quark indicates an approximate SU( 4) invariance and the existence of a new class of particles. The model with this prescription still faces the problem of anomalous axial current Ward identities known as the Adler anomalies.'l However, it has recently been shown that the Adler anomalies are cancelled if a three-quartet scheme of quarks is assumed. 6 l More specifically, it has been shown that there are two kinds of such models, one of which is the fractionally charged three-quartet GIM model and the other an SU(4) generalization of the Han-Nam~u 6 l model proposed for SU(3) (hereafter called the · HN model). The latter consists of three quartets of quarks qam (a=P, n, J...,p'; m=l, 2, 3) of charges Qal= (1, 0, 0, 1), Qa2 = (1, 0, 0, 1) and Qas = (0, -1, -1, 0). In these schemes the baryon octet and decuplet are constructed *>. On leave of absence from the Middle East
The integrally charged three-quartet model of quarks which was suggested for the cancelhltion of the Adler anomalies in the framework of the Weinberg-Salam model is developed incorporating the charged and neutral weak currents with the model. We have constructed two models, one of which is the SU (4) generalization of the Cabibbo-Maiani-Preparata model proposed for SU{3) and the other ml).de w,ith certain assumptions on the weak currents. The predictions of these models for the deep ·inelastic form factors are calculated with . the use of light-cone algebra technique. The main results, including those of the c~loured version of the fractionally charged Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani model, are listed in Tables III and IV. It is noted that the predictions of all the models for Jb (F~·+F~")d~ are within the range of the present experimental limits. The other results obtained are discussed. § I. Introduction There has been much interest recently in the unification of the electromagnetic and weak interactions based on the notion of . spontaneously broken gauge symmetry subsequent to the model of Weinberg and Salam. 1 l . The attractive feature of such models is that they are renormalizable. As far as the purely leptonic interactions are concerned, the W einberg-Salam model, among the others, is the one predicting a minimum number· of new particles such as a heavy neutral vector boson coupled to the neutral weak current and a scalar boson. W einberg 2 l has extended the model to hadrons. He has shown that when a four-quark model of Glashow, Illiopoulos and Maiani 8 l (hereafter called the GIM model) is used, the strangeness-changing neutral current is eliminated. From the point of view of the strong interactions, the fourth quark indicates an approximate SU ( 4) invariance and the existence of a new class of particles. The model with this prescription still faces the problem of anomalous axial current Ward identities known as the Adler anomalies.'l However, it has recently been shown that the Adler anomalies are cancelled if a three-quartet scheme of quarks is assumed. 6 l More specifically, it has been shown that there are two kinds of such models, one of which is the fractionally charged three-quartet GIM model and the other an SU(4) generalization of the Han-Nam~u 6 l model proposed for SU(3) (hereafter called the · HN model). The latter consists of three quartets of quarks qam(a=P, n, J...,p'; m=l, 2, 3) of charges Qal= (1, 0, 0, 1), Qa2 = (1, 0, 0, 1) and Qas = (0, -1, -1, 0). In these schemes the baryon octet and decuplet are constructed as in the usual SU(3) quark model except that a baryon is composed of three quarks taken from each of the three quartets. Since the constituent quarks of baryons are all different, there is no problem in understanding their symmetric ground states. Furthermore, they. give a correct value for n°~2r decay rate.
These models need to be tested. The possible experimental tests for them could be the deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering. Actually, in the case of the single-quartet model of GIM, various relations for the inelastic form factors have been derived. 7 > The threecquartet model of GIM (this can also be called the "colour" extension of the GIM model) will not alter the results of Ref. 7) since, in this case, the currents will .be singlets with respect to the new SU(3) SYllJ.metry on quartets. However, the integrally charged three-quartet model introduced above is expec.ted to give different predictions for the inelastic form factors. But this model, at the present stage, is not well defined as far as the hadronic weak currents are concerned.
In_ this paper we_ propose two models for inc~rporating the weak currents • into the integrally charged three-quartet modeL We can either regard the model as an SU( 4) generalization of the Cabibbo, Maiarii and Preparata 6 > model (abbreviated to CMP) proposed for SU(3), or make certain assumptions for the w~ak currents.
· In § 2 we develop these models. In § 3 we write a light-cone algebra for the currents transforming like (1, 15) , (8, 1) and (8, 15) under SU(3)' X SU( 4) and use this algebra to express the inelastic form factors in terms of SU( 4) structure functions. We derive various relations for the form factors valid in each model. Finally we discuss the results in § 4. § 2. Three-quartet models The GIM quark model relevant to our discussions consists of four quarks P, n, A, P' of charges j, --i, --i, t, respectively. The first three are the usual SU(3) quarks and the fourth is an SU(3) singlet and has a new quantum number usually called "charm". [The "charm" quantum number has also been introduced "for the three-triplet models of the Han-Nambu type. For this reason, we shall rename the new quantum number associated with P' the "super" -charge.] The three-quartet model of interest can be constructed analogous to the "coloured" Gell-Mann-Zweig quark modeJ.9> To achieve our purpose let us denote the three quartets under consideration by a single multiplet qam (a= p, n, A, P'; m = 1, 2, 3). We define a group operation G = SU(3)' X SU( 4) on the· multiplet qai where SU(3)' acts on the index i and SU( 4) acts on the index a. Then the vector and the axia,l-vector currents transforming like the representation 15 of SU ( 4) can be defined as follows: ···, 15) where A• are the hermitian generators of SU( 4) chosen as those defined by Amati et al_1°l We notice that the hadronic currents in Eqs. (2 ·1) and (2 · 2) are singlets with respect to the new SU(3) 1 symmetry.
As we have mentioned earlier, the integrally charged three-quartet model can be developed in two ways. One way is that of CMP and the other is that of HN with the addition of certain weak currents. The distinction between these two models, in the case of SU(3), has been clarified by Pati and W oo. 11 l Let us follow the method of CMP first. For this purpose we assume that the field qam(x) is, a representation (3, 4) of G. The quantum numbers of the quarks are given in Table I . The -Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula is introduced with a • modification, Q=ls+tY +tS+i-C, Table   II . However, the fourth quartet spoils the cancellation of the Adler anomalies. Therefore we take the three quartets qah qa2 and qa8 which .are associated with the representation (4, 3*) of SU(4)'xSU(3)". We shall assume that the low- Table II . Quantum numbers of the four-quartet model.
. SU(4)' SU(4)" . M. Koca lying baryons are SU(3)" singlets, then the "physical" SU( 4) coincides with the group SU( 4) '. The formula (2 · 6) can be written as follows:
SU(4)
where the charm quantum number is defined by tC =Is''+! Y" and takes the· values 1, -2, 1 for qar, qaa, qaa, respectively. While qar is an SU(2)" singlet, qaa and qas form an SU (2)" doublet. This model will be referred to as II. In, all these models the baryon number of quarks will be taken as B=t. Now let · us write q~m as a column vector:
[ qall
The charge matrix will be given accordingly:
We can express the charge matrix Q in terms o£ U( ) respectively. From Eqs. (2 ·10) r-.J (2 ·12) we construct electromagnetic currents 
for the "coloured" GIM model, model I, model II, respectively. In Eqs. (2 ·13) /"' -./ (2 ·15) we have used the generalized currents defind ,, A'
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The generalized axial vector current is defined similarly:
The charged and the neutral weak currents in the "colour" extension of the GIM model can be constructed according to W einberg's 2 l rule:
where we have used a shorthand notation
The angle Ow IS defined by tan Ow=g' jg, where g' and g are the fundamental coupling constants in the W einberg-Salam model; the electromagnetic current in Eq. (2 ·19) is that given by Eq. (2 ·13).
In the case of model I, the weak currents are obtained from J,.' + Ji, defined in Eqs. (2 · 4) and (2 · 5). Again using the Weinberg rule, we find
... These form factors can be expressed in terms of S U ( 4) structure functions using the light-cone algebra 
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Spup<I'=IJppiJ."+IJP"(J.P-IJP.IJP"' D(x) = --e(x 0 )iJ(x 2 ).
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In Eqs. The symmetric ~nd antisymmetric bilocal currents are defined as usual:
The other. commutators are obtained by the relation
It is easy to show that the bilocal currents (3 · 4) form a closed algebra provided that all relative co-ordinates are lightlikeo 
A similar expression is obtained for ) 6 3 J' .
A.:(~)
.
and
Similarly we find*l (3 ·10)
Equations (3 · 8) and (3 ·10) hotd for both. models I and II. We shall not carry similar calculations for the "coloured" GIM model ~11 the way down. The interested reader can do it for himself or apply to Ref. 7). We shall put the result of the "coloured" GIM model in Tables III and IV , , '
We have dropped the bilocal axial vector currents and the SU(3)' octet terms in Eqs. (3 ·11)"' (3 ·14), because we take spin-averaged matrix elements and the nucleon as an SU(3)' singlet. From Eqs. (3 ·11) , . . . . __ (3 ·14) we obtain the inelastic weak form· factors as follows:
Neutron inelastic form factors are obtained noting that the second terms in brackets in Eqs. (3 ·15)'"" (3 ·18) change sign for the neutron target.
We can obtain the following linear relations: In the case of model I, we have 
which is valid for both models I and II. In the "coloured" GIM model the bounds are _!_< .F2•"C §l_~4 .
4-F2•P(~)-
Taking the proton expectation values 
The Adler sum rule, as expected, is also true for the other two models. However, the right-hand side of Eq. (3 · 29) is -10 and , -6 for models, II and "coloured" GIM, respectively. These results are correct if the quarks are completely free in the nucleon or they are bound to each other by forces carried by gluons. Now let us assume that the quarks in the nucleon behave as if they were free. In this case the energy-momentum_ tensor e "" can be constructed from the free quark :fields
In such a world we have fg:Ao(g:)dg:= j~. 
Similarly we obtain
Noting that x ranges from i to 1, we obtain from Eqs. (3·38) and (3·39)
.1+2x <Fa••P < 2+x
For Ow=30° this ratio is bounded between 4/5 and 5/4, but for 0=0° and 0=45° we have Fa••P=F2""". Furthermore, using Eq. (3·31) we can find
which is also true for models II and "coloured" GIM. Another gluon-dependent sum rule for the inelastic charged weak form factor r (F2"P+F2"")d~=2 
However, it is also possible to obtain a better bound, in l!lodel I, depending on Finally we find (3·48) § 4. Discussion and conclusion
We have developed two versions of the integrally charged three-quartet model. The feature which distinguishes models I and II from the "colour" extensiqn of the GIM model is that they predict the existence of massive charmed hadrons. Thus it is expected that their predictions .for the inelastic form factors will be valid when the charmed particles are excited. Lipkin 14 > has proved that the integrally charged three-triplet Han-Nambu model is identical to the "coloured" Gell"Mann-Zweig quark model unless the charmed particles are produced. When this theorem is applied to the three-quartet models, we conclude that the il).tegrally charged three-quartet model , II is equivalent to the "coloured" GIM model unless the charmed particles are detected in the final hadronic state. Therefore we have to wait for a while for further experiments in order to makes a good comparison of the models of interest. However, a fair comparison can still be made. For example, the, predictions of all models for 12 are within the limits of the present experimental results 13 l although 12 is expected to come out with , different values when the gluon contribution is not neglected. A crucial test 'Could be the precise measurement of Fa"P•"(~) because, in this case, R2 and Ia will fell us which model is favoured.
The lower ,bound of Ra for models I and II is in contradiction to the present experiment/ 5 > which favours R8~t for ~~1. In fact, the predictions of models I and II ~re expected to hold when experimental en~rgies appreciably exceed the .threshold for excitations of charmed' states. However, the lower bound of R 8 for models I and II is violated in the present scaling domain. Since the ratio Fa""/Fa•P should be independent of the energy -P·q/M, a po'ssible conclusion which can be derived from this is that, in the framework, of models I and II, scaling must be broken in the transition from presently available energies to extremely high ones. 16 l Contrary to the case in the three-quartet models, R 1 in the three-triplet models satisfies the inequalities 17 l R 1<18/5 for the "coloured" Gell-Mann-Zweig model, R1<2 for the Cabibbo-Maiani-Preparata model, 2<Rl<10/3 for the Hlm-Nambu model with the weak current proposed in Re_f. 12).
The inelastic neutral weak form factors will provide a measure for the angle Ow.
Finally we conclude that the present experiments cannot be regarded as the tests of the models I and II unless the thresholds of charmed particles are exceeded. We believe that the NAL experiments will shed light on the problems which we have discussd here.
